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ABSTRACT 

 
Baby blues is a mental health disorder that has recently become a public concern. Baby blues is a 
common emotional condition experienced by most young mothers in the days or weeks after giving birth 
to a baby. This condition is caused by hormonal changes that occur during pregnancy and after giving 
birth. To facilitate and reduce or prevent Baby Blues Syndrome, experts created an application program 
to provide solutions for mothers who experience Baby Blues Syndrome through an early detection 
process and providing appropriate treatment recommendations. By using the Certainty Factor and Case-
Based Reasoning algorithms. Case-based reasoning will find the similarity value of new cases with 
existing cases, and the Certainty Factor to find the certainty value of the damage experienced by 
calculating the weight value. Both of the algorithms will result in a system that is more robust and can 
handle both uncertainty and utilize experience from previous cases. The research was carried out with 30 
tests, with 13 questions, and resulted in a research accuracy value is 90%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The postpartum period most known as Baby 
Blues Syndrome (BBS) is a period that lasts 
approximately 6 weeks after a woman gives birth 
to a baby until when the body returns to its pre-
pregnancy state. This period is associated with 
intense physical and emotional changes leading 
to anxiety and mood disorders [1]. 

The cause of BBS is not known with 
certainty but is thought to be influenced by 
internal and external factors. This condition 
often occurs within 14 days postpartum and 
tends to get worse on days 3 and 4. Mothers with 
BBS must be identified early and treated 
adequately. Improper handling of BBS can 
develop into postpartum depression or even 
more severe symptoms, namely psychosis. The 
impact that will be experienced by the mother is 
that it can interfere with the mother's role, one of 
which affects the relationship between mother 
and baby, and mothers tend to be reluctant to 
give breast milk. That way the baby will be 
malnourished and the relationship between 

mother and baby is less established. 

Mothers with BBS can affect the baby because 
the baby is still very dependent on the mother. If 
postpartum mothers who experience BBS can 
interfere with milk production because milk 
production is strongly influenced by psychological 
factors. Postpartum stress conditions are 
experienced by 80% of women after giving birth. 

Factors that influence the development of Baby 
Blues Syndrome include social, psychological, and 
biological factors. Some social factors include lack 
of social support, financial problems, and stress in 
relationships. Some psychological factors include 
excessive anxiety, lack of self-confidence, and 
significant role changes. Some biological factors 
include hormonal fluctuations after giving birth, lack 
of sleep, and physical pain after giving birth [2]. 

The symptoms and indicators of Baby Blues 
Syndrome are becoming more well-known because 
of today's more advanced technology, which can 
make life easier and lessen the severity of the 
condition's consequences [3]. Expert is one method. 
With today's increasingly sophisticated technology. 

It makes it easier for people to know the 
symptoms or signs of Baby Blues Syndrome, 

this can certainly make things easier and can help 
reduce the more severe effects of Baby Blues 
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Syndrome. 
This expert system will display a 

selection of symptoms and the actions or 
treatments that must be taken [4]. It is hoped 
that this expert system can help young mothers 
after giving birth in their efforts to quickly 
detect Baby Blues Syndrome so that they can 
carry out appropriate control or treatment. In 
this research, the expert system method used is 
Case Based-Reasoning and Certainty Factor. 

One way is to use an Expert System. 
Expert systems are a subfield of artificial 
intelligence (AI) that utilizes specialized 
expertise to solve problems in a broad sense. 
Expert systems have applications in many 
domains, including industry, education, and 
health [5]. An expert system is a computer 
device created to imitate human capabilities 
solve problems and make decisions based on 
available information and data [6]. The 
combination of CBR and CF can enrich the 
expert system's ability to solve problems, by 
utilizing experience from previous cases 
(CBR) and providing a more measurable 
confidence assessment (CF) of the resulting 
solution [7]. 

The reason behind the usage of the CBR 
and CF algorithms is that CBR, or case-based 
reasoning, is concerned with diagnosing new 
cases by comparing their similarity values to 
those of prior examples. In the meantime, the 
obtained weight value is calculated using the 
CF method to determine the certainty value. It 
is intended that by employing the CF approach, 
users will find it simpler to access specific 
information. 

 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Expert System 

Expert System is a part of Artificial 
intelligence [8]. Expert systems use the 
knowledge and experience of experts as the 
cornerstone or base of a system to solve an 
issue. Typically, the user enters the information 
in the form of their early symptoms. Expert 
systems have applications in many domains, 
including industry, education, healthcare, and 
the automobile sector. In its most basic form, an 
expert system is a computer application that 
runs on a smartphone or computer to solve 
problems. 

 
The program that will be created will not 

only be based on technological knowledge but 
will also be based on expert knowledge from each 
field for which the program will be created. 

 
Expert systems can not only get 

output in the form of right and wrong but 
can also provide explanations or even 
solutions to these problems. Expert 
systems are also one of the fields of human 
artificial intelligence that is growing 
rapidly and is very popular [9]. Expert 
systems can be created in website or 
mobile form. However, recently expert 
systems in the form of websites have 
become more popular because there is no 
need to download the application you want 
to use and it saves the user's cellphone 
memory. 

The combination of CBR and CF can 
enrich the expert system's ability to solve 
problems, by utilizing experience from 
previous cases (CBR) and providing a 
more measurable confidence assessment 
(CF) of the resulting solution. 

An expert system is a computerized 
report that attempts to replicate the 
knowledge and reasoning processes of 
experts in problem-solving [10]. 

2.2 Baby Blues Syndrome 

Baby Blues Syndrome, also known as 
Maternity Blues, is a minor affective 
illness syndrome that often manifests in 
the first week following childbirth, peaks 
on the third or fifth day, and attacks within 
14 days of the birth. In Indonesia, 
approximately 50–70% of postpartum 
mothers have baby blues or postpartum 
blues, but the frequency in Asia is rather 
high, ranging from 26–85% [11] 

Based on the symptoms and how 
severe the symptoms are for the mother, 
particularly for new mothers, there are 
three stages of Baby Blues Syndrome: 
Postnatal Depression, Puerperal 
Psychosis, and Baby Blues Syndrome 
which can be seen from how long it takes 
and the diagnosis [12]. 

It is important to remember that levels 
of Baby Blues Syndrome are on different 
spectrums and can change from one level 
to another. In rare cases, Baby Blues 
Syndrome can develop into Postnatal 
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Depression or even Puerperal 
Psychosis. Therefore, careful 
monitoring and attention to changes in 
symptoms and mental well-being of 

mothers after childbirth is very important 
to provide timely intervention and 
treatment appropriate to the severity of the 
condition. 

 

2.3 Case-Based Reasoning 

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a problem-
solving technique that draws on experience from 
cases that are comparable to its own [13]. By 
comparing the features of a new problem with 
examples that have already been solved, this 
approach seeks to identify solutions for novel 
problems by selecting the best cases that have 
the most applicable answers to the novel 
problem. 

This method aims to find solutions to new 
problems by matching the characteristics of the 
new problem with previously existing cases and 
then extracting solutions from the best cases that 
are most relevant to the new problem. CBR is 
used to support disease diagnosis or select 
appropriate treatment strategies for similar 
cases. The main advantage of CBR is its ability 
to handle complex and unstructured problems, as 
well as being able to extract knowledge from 
specific existing cases. 

Case-Based Reasoning has four steps that are as 
follows: 

 
1. Retrieve, The procedure of retrieving 

cases involves looking for those that 
are most similar to the new case that 
needs to be assessed. 

2. Reuse, refers to the process of 
applying knowledge or information 
that has been saved in a case base to 
address new issues. 

3. Revise is the procedure of reviewing 
data that will be processed and fixed 
once more to fix mistakes that arise in 
brand-new issues. 

4. Retaining is the practice of preserving 
information that will afterward be 
applied to remedy issues based on 
current cases. 

 
Similarity is a step used to recognize 

similarities between cases stored in the case base 
and new cases. The case with the greatest 
similarity value is considered the most similar 
case. A value of 0 means not similar and a value 
of 1 is considered a similar case. 

 
 

                   
 

2.4 Certainty Factor 

A technique for demonstrating 
whether a fact is certain or uncertain is 
the Certainty Factor (CF). When 
diagnosing ambiguous conditions, 
expert systems find this strategy to be 
highly appropriate. CF assumes a 
value's level of confidence in an 
expert's (inexact reasoning) reasoning 
about it. This approach divides 
similarity by preset weights to 
calculate results. The degree of 
certainty surrounding a fact or rule is 
displayed by the CF technique [14]. 
The Certainty Factor approach uses 
expert reasoning to derive trust values 
[15]. 

It is important to note that the CF 
method does not guarantee accuracy, 
but it provides a way to evaluate the 
performance of the diagnostic system. 
The accuracy of the system depends 
on the quality of the rules used and the 
data used to train the system. The CF 
method can be used to identify areas 
where the system needs improvement 
and to make changes to improve its 
accuracy [16]. 

There are 2 types of certainty 
factors used, namely the certainty 
factor entered by the expert along with 
the rules, and the certainty factor 
provided by the user. The certainty 
factor filled in by the expert describes 
the expert's confidence in the level of 
confidence in a symptom. 

Certainty Factor ranges from -1 
to +1, with some values between -1 
and 1 having special meaning: 

1. If the Certainty Factor = 1, then 
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the statement or recommendation 
is true based on existing 
knowledge. 

2. If the Certainty Factor = 0, then 
the statement or recommendation 
does not have sufficient 
influence or evidence to support 
or oppose it. This can be 
interpreted as uncertainty. 

3. If the Certainty Factor = -1, then 
the statement or recommendation 

is wrong based on existing 
knowledge. 

In the Certainty Factor, there are 
several premises or rules used to 
diagnose, including the 
following: 

a. CF for rules with a single 
premise or phenomenon 
(Single premise rules): 

CF[H,E] = CF[user] x CF[expert] 

Information : 
CF[H,E] = Certainty Factor 
CF[E] = Certainty Factor of 
evidence/facts CF[rule] = Certainty 
Factor of hypothesis 

b.  If there are rules with similar 
conclusions (similarity conclusion 
rules) or more than one symptom, 
then the CF is calculated using the 
equation: 

CFcombine[CF1,CF2] = CF1+CF2x(1 – 
CF1) 

c. Certainty factor for the final 
comparison result: 

Trust Ratio = CFcombine x 100% 
 

3. PROTOCOLS 
 
 

 

Figure 1: General Architecture 
 

a. Collect data and information related to 
Baby Blues Syndrome from experts, 
psychologists, and other trusted sources. 

b. Processing data and information that has 
been obtained from experts and other 
sources into datasets 

c. Design and build a website-based expert 

system using Certainty factors and 
Case Based-Reasoning 

d. After the expert system has been 
built, users with the appropriate 
criteria can use it 

e. The system will process user input in 
the form of symptoms that have been 
selected using the Certainty factor 
and case-based-reasoning methods 
to determine the diagnosis results. 

f. The system displays appropriate and 
accurate diagnosis results and 
displays appropriate solutions and 
treatment. 
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Figure 2: Use Case Diagram  

 

 
Figure 3: Flowchart System 
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Figure 4: Activity Diagram 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
Table 1: Level Baby Blues 

Syndrome 
 

Code Name of Disease 

P01 Baby Blues Syndrome (Level 1) 

P02 Post Natal Depression (Level 2) 

P03 Puer Peral Psikosis (Level 3) 
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Table 2: Solution Baby Blues Syndrome 
 

 
 

Table 3: Symptoms of Baby Blues Syndrome  
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Figure 3: Solution Coding 

Figure 3 is a coding solution. The solution 
is taken from the database, then we make a 
connection to make it connect. Then we just 
need to call the solution the de same as the 
disease code. It will show on the program 
according to the disease and its solution. 

Figure 4: Disease Coding 

 
Figure 4 is disease coding where to connect 
disease in the database to coding, same as 
solution coding above. 

 

Figure 5: Symptom Coding 
 

Example: 
 

Table 4: User Input 
   

Steps: 

1. The retrieval process is the initial 
stage to identify problems with 
new cases and existing cases or 
old cases. 

2. After completing the retrieve 
process, then enter the second 
stage, reuse. Beliefs are given to 
find the similarity value, each of 
which has a value. If there is a 
match, a value of 1 is given, and 
if there is no match, a value of 0 
is given. 

3. Then calculate the similarity 
value of the old case with the 
new case using the similarity 
formula. 
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From the calculation above, there is the 
lowest similarity weight, namely P01 at 
49% and P03 has the highest similarity 
weight, namely 68%. 

4. In the reuse process, the solution that can be 
given with the highest similarity weight, 

namely P03 with a percentage of 

68%. 
5. The process of calculating the 

symptoms of new cases to obtain a 
certainty value can be seen in Table 2 
using the following formula 
formulation: 

[𝐻,𝐸] = 𝐶𝐹[𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟] 𝑥 
𝐶𝐹[expert] 

 
Table 5: Calculation of Certainty 

 

 
 

6. Next is the process of combining the 
CF value with the following formula: 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

A. Home Page 
 

 
Figure 5: Home Page 

B. Info Page 
 

CF [H, E] = CF [user] x 
CF [expert] 

 
CF[H,E]1 = 0,64 + 0,56 * (1-0,64) = 0,8416 

CF[H,E]old1,3 = 0,8416 + 0,9 * (1-0,8416) 
= 0,98416 

CF[H,E]old2,4 = 0,98416 + 0,81 * (1-0,98416) 
= 0,9969904 
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CF[H,E]old3,5 = 0,9969904 + 0,81 *(1-
0,9969904)
  

= 0,99942818 

CF[H,E]old4,6 = 0,99942818 + 0,48 *(1-
0,99942818)
  

= 0.9997026 
 

7. Then calculate the trust 
ratio value using the 
following formula: 

Ratio Trust = CF 

Combine 𝑥 100% CF 

Combine𝑥 100% = 99.97 

𝑥 100 % 
(Extremely Assured) 

 
The results of the case study consultation above 
produced Puer Peral Psychosis (level 3) with a 
similarity value of 68% and a certainty value of 
100% (Very Confident). The similarity value results 
are obtained from the similarity between the old 
case and the new case, while the certainty value is 
obtained from the calculation between the CF value 
given by the expert and the CF value given by the 
user. 

C. Pop-Up Solution Page 
 

 
Figure 6: Pop Up Page 

 

D. Check Page 
 

 
Figure 7: Check Page 

E. Result Page 
 

 
Figure 8: Result Page 
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6. TESTING 

Table 6: Expert System Testing Result 

 
 
 
 

 
The accuracy of the comparison between the 
expert diagnosis findings and the system 
diagnosis results can be computed using the 
test results of the thirty test data in Table 1 
above. 

 
Accuracy = 

𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 

𝑥100% 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 

= 
27 

𝑥100% 
30 

= 90% 
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Based on expert identification, it can be inferred 
that the system's accuracy is 90%, indicating its 
potential for effective operation. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The expert system initially designed to 
prevent baby blues syndrome by offering 
general information has evolved to provide 
diagnosis results based on user-supplied 
symptoms. This comprehensive system 
encompasses 13 symptoms, categorizes them 
into 3 disease levels, and utilizes 30 tests, 
boasting an impressive 90% accuracy rate. 
Drawing upon data sourced from interviews 
with psychologists and user inputs, the system 
facilitates mental disorder symptom 
assessment and early treatment solutions. 
However, it is essential to remember that 
while the system leverages expert knowledge, 
the most prudent course of action remains to 
consult directly with a healthcare professional 
for the best preventive measures and accurate 
diagnosis. 
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